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OHAPTEB I
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
The use of weather proyert)S as a means of foreoastlng
weather Is as "old as the hills." The fact that their use
has survived to the present day justifies further oonsidora-
tion of them for their scientific accuracy. Even though
there are now more scientific means of forecasting weather
conditions, there are, nevertheless, weather signs which are
valuable for local forecasting. The United States Weather
1
Bureau recognizes the positive value of these signs for
local forecasting as readily as does the farmer, hunter,
sailor, woodsman, fisherman, or, in fact,any person with an
average sense of curiosity and observational powers.
Down through the ages these proverbs have come to us
by tradition. People talked of the weather and formulated
many sayings about it long before there were instrtunents to
measure weather conditions. These sayings, or weather
proverbs, tersely expressed conclusions that were deduced
T Edward B. Garrlott, Weather ?olk"Lore and Local Weather
SlOTis, U.S. Weather Bureau, Bulletin IIo.~S5- N.B. No. 294,
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1903, p. 5.
-1-
r
tfrom o'bBerratlon espeolally with roepeot to the ooalng
weather as Indicated by this or that particular sign.
People formulated weather prorerbs even though they did
not fully understand the natural cause of the weather
phenomena on which many of the proyerbs were based.
Greek philosophers were discussing and writing about
meteorology long before 270 B.C. Since this early date,
people hare found It much easier to remember the weather
signs and what they forecast If they are quoted In rhyming
meter. "The kind of meteorology ^ust referred to, meteor-
ology of Terse and prorerbs, was first proTlded In 270 B.C.
2
by the Greek poet Ayatus."
Sign meteorology depends upon obseryatlon that affects
the senses, so to speak. These ancient people were aware
of this fact and that certain kinds of weather soon followed
certain natural phenomena. These signs have always been
present, and, since many of them apply to inanimate things,
they are, therefore, much better than a mere guess. Obserra-
tlon of the sky, the clouds, the distant hills, the nearness
of a sound, the direction of the wind, the feel of the air,
and countless other little things is an act performed by us
now, as by the people of ancient Greece. There is a differ-
ence in that we depend upon some one else to do our fore-
casting for us, while the people of long ago, through
IS W.J. Humphreys, Ways of the Weather
,
Lancaster, Pennsylvania;
The Jaques Oattell freis, l7i?, p« 362.
rc
nfteesslty, liad to read and foreoast these signs for then-
solTos* It is true that people of long ago also observed
the plants and the anliBal8,the birds and the bees, and
attaohed to their aotione, which seemed different before
a weather change, a meaning. Many of the sayings as ex-
pressed in weather proverbs probably have authenticity to
merit their existence.
• • • nevertheless, all of them, the wise and the
silly, the good and the bad have been inherited
alike from the ends of the earth- have become weather
nuggets in the great vein of wisdom and folly called
folk lore. Some of these nuggets are as pure as gold,
for they correctly state the actual order or sequence
of weather phenomena as determined in innumerable
observations, determined even when the cause for
such an order was not in the least understood by
those who discovered it, but, as already stated,
most of them are as only fool's gold, alluringly
pretty, but wholly deceptive. 3
Weather and, therefore, weather signs are not Just a
chance happening, but a composite result of natural phenom-
ena. There are weather proverbs supported by scientific
truths that are worthy of careful study, for they carry in
themselves accurate descriptions of phenomena and express
the usual sequence of events.
A study of weather and weather signs has little practioftl
value, other than that of scientific interest, since almost
^ ^'J* Humphreys, Weather Proverbs and Paradoxes , Baltimore:
Williams and Wilkins Company, 1925, p.4.

•Taxy ootmtry has a national waathar seirlea wlioae foreeaeta
are reliably based upon the ]mown oondltlons oyer a oontlnant
and adjacent bodies of water. With a world-wide Imowledge
of weather forecasts available. It la possible to Imow In
what direction and how fast a storm Is moTing. It Is also
possible to predict with reasonable accuracy what the weather
oondltlons will be a day or more In adTanoe. Long-range
forecasting, howeTer, Is not always accurate or practicable,
for weather oondltlons hare no set pattern* Thus, It Is
readily seen that local or short-range forecasting Is of
great Importance to an Individual, because so many times
an accurate Interpretation of the weather signs is of great
value in dally occupations* Through the ages weather has
always Influenced human affairs, and because of this, every-
one has ejx interest in the weather and what it is going to
be, as well as, how it will affect him in what he wishes to I
do. The more observant person is cognizant of this fact,
and hence, is not taken tmaware as is the uninformed person*
There are no infallible rules for forecasting the weather,
by signs or otherwise* This uncertainty, however, adds zest,
excitement and interest to forecasting, rather than permitting
a prosaic acceptance of "what is to be will be*" It should
constantly be kept in mind that "All signs fall in dry
weather," or to put it in another way, "In wet weather it
rains without half trying*" This actuality is aptly expresead

In this short po0B "hj W,J« Hnnphreyt
Wliat Is it moulda the life of man ?
The weather.
What makee some blaok and others tem
The weather.
What makes the Zulu live In trees.
The Congo natives dress In leaves.
While others go In furs and freese ?
The weather.
What makes some glad and others sad ?
The weather.
What makes the farmer hopping mad ?
The weather.
What puts a mortgage on your land.
That makes you sweat to beat the band.
Or takes It off before demand ?
The weather. *
The Related Literature
A survey of the related literature shows that little
or no research dealing with the authenticity of weather
proverbs as bases for forecasting the weather ha^ been done.
The available literature reveals that weather forecasting,
as expressed by weather proverbs, can be traced back to the
time that the Bible was written. "The word 'weather* does
not occur at all In the original text of the Bible, all of
6
which was written In the lands enjoying Mediterranean climate."
' Tet,
In the Greek version of our lord's reply
to those Pharisees who asked of Him a sign
1 W.J. Humphreys, Ways of the Weather
,
op . clt . , p.l.
t 5 CM. Botley, The Mr and Its Mysteries , lew York:
D.Appleton-Century Company, 1940, p. 136.
c
froB hearen, the word, rendered 'fair
weather" Is the oonyentlonal Greek one
for that state of affaire -eudla- the
favor of God; and that translated "foul
weather" is the Greek oheimon which,
significantly, can mean either "winter"
or "tempest." ^
The tablets of the Babylonians and Assyrians contain
predictions of the weather. Ages ago, Elijah told Ahah to
harry and eat and get down from Mount Carmel for there is
a sound of abundance of rain. Also, the Hebrews, as shown
in Psalm 107, attributed to the Lord direct control of the
weather*
Meteorologists owe a great deal to the early Greek
philosophers. It was "Anaximander of Ionia, who around
600 B.C. defined wind as a 'flowing of air*, the best
7
j
definition of wind ever yet proposed."
Before this early date and long afterwards, people
depended, childlike and implicitly, on astrological beliefs
for an explanation as to why they experienced this or that
kind of weather.
... Of course, astrological nonsense io not,
and cannot be, acceptable to anyone who holds
that ereiy physical effect must have had an
adequate cause. And yet, even today, there are
those who put their faith in the moon and the
planets, as did our ancestors during the dark ages.
However, some ancient philosophers were too
alert and realistic to talk and teach nonsense,
astrological or any other sort. They did not
get far in the realm of scientific truth, owing to
6 Ibid ., p. 139.
7 Hoaphreys. op . oit., p. 360.
I
lack of logic's teolmiqtie fmatheiaatlCB
)
and Instmmental equipment, but so far
as they Aid get they went straight. Heslod,
for example, way haolr, 750 years B*C« Instead
of covering up Ignorance by referring anlntelllglbly
to some "first cause" gave to Greek husbandmen
this helpful, common-senso advice: "Take heed
what tine thou hearest the voice of the crane
from the high clouds uttering her yearly cry,
which brlngeth the sign for plowing and showsth
forth the season of rainy weather." Similarly
he advised the sailor, also of Greece and ad-
jacent regions, that It Is safe to go to sea
as soon as the topmost leaves of the fig tree
are the size of a crow's foot print - a rule
that reminds one of the Indian's equally practical
advice that the right time to plant com Is when
the white oak leaves are the size of a squirrel's
ear. 8
In the fifth century B.C., Hippocrates, the "Father
of Medicine", recognized sunshine and fresh air, two of
nature's elements that help to make up the weather, as
being very Important. This was his contribution to medical
climatology. In 300 B.C., Aristotle gave to the world a
compendium on meteorology. For 2000 years this rational
and well constructed work was the unquestioned authority
on all aspects of meteorology.
Tyrantus, the great botanist who Is better known In
Greek history as Theophrastus, was successor to Aristotle
as head of the famous Peripatetic school at Athens. In
300 B«C. , he developed numerous rules for foretelling the
coming weather. His signs, some good, some bad, were far
too numerous, and they also lacked that tantalizing
r
signlfioanoa wMoh oftrni oaueee a line or two to reaaln
long in the memory* IToYertheleeB,
This was ar. eminently worthwhile thing to do.
If done In moderation - only good rules ee-
leotad and no more of them than one oonld
remember. However, ho quite overdid the
matter with 80 Blgns of rain, 46 of wind, 60
of storms, 24 of fair weather and 7 of the
weather for a year or more. ^
It was Aratus who placed so many of these proverb
s
In the form of verse or rhyme, thus making these weather
sayings easier to remember becanee of their rhyming meter.
Uiibellevable as It may seem, these early people had
two weather Instruments which they used a great deal, the
raln-gange and the wind vane. Both were of great Importance
then, as now.
. • • The first of these and one of the
most Important ever devised, was the rain-
gauge, or device for measuring the amount
of precipitation. However, when the first
rain-gauge was set up, by whom, and even In
what country, all are unknown. We know that
the Greeks kept more or less systematic records
as early as the fifth oentnry B.C.; and tliat
long ago It was In use In still other lands.
Another ancient mllepost of this same sort,
and also of unknown location, both as to time
and as to place, was the first artificial wind
vane set up, and used, for the purpose of
getting the direction of the wind. We are
told that early in the Christian Era many a
Roman Villa was ornamented with a wind vane,
and that in some cases the vane was connected
by a turning vertical rod to a hand that moved
9 I^lA.
. pp. 351-362.

—==1
OTor a dial In the oalllBg» thereby anahllng
one to stay indoors and yet know the direction
of the wind quite as aoourately as he would if
he went outsifle and ohsorred the Tane dlreotly-
a great convenience especially during had weather.
The wind Tane was in use in Athens at a atill
earlier date; one, for example, was on the famous 10
Tower of the Winds, erected in the second century.
With these two instruments to help them in the pre-
diction and the study of weather, greater progress in
meteorology than was made might have been reasonably ex-
pected. Such was not the case, in fact, much of what had
already been learned was ignored or forgotten. "For 2000
years practically nothing more was learned about the wind,
about clouds, fogs, rain, hail, thunder, lightning, dawn,
twilight, sky colors and the many other phenomena in and
11
of the air that daily challenge our curiosity."
During this long lapse of time, astrology and the
belief that everything that happened was the willful act
of a mystical being played an important role in the fore-
casting of the weather. "If there were no apparent causes
for things, gods were invented to explain then. Bven as
late as the time of the Roman Empire man has his meteoro-
12
logical gods."
_^
Chicanery, trickery, and **sharp practice'* were
exercised in these early days in the forecasting of the
V5 Ibid ., p."^6g.
11 Itiiit pp. 363-365.
12 aeorge T. Henner and Hubert A. Bauer, The Air We Live In
,
H«w York: The Haonillan Conpaay* 194B, p*7*
rc
WMtlier* ff>v •xiinpl«, thB pAblloatlon PrognoBtiea . Whloli
was sold in pamphlet form, foretold the weather for eaoh da/
of the ooain$ year* It might oTon he suapeoted that the
present oalendars whloh forecast the weather for erery day
of the year, and the "Old Farmer's Alnanao" with its ooa-
parable foreoasts are ontgrowths of suoh a design. One thing*
howoTor, that oan he said of this archalo pnhlloatlon as a
means of foretelling the future weather Is that It did take
Into oonslderatlon the locality and season. For example.
Humphreys states that "heary snow In July was not predlottd,
for Central Europe, nor
^f**] * heat ware In January."
The fs^ot that so many ooples of Proenostloa were sold
Is perhaps proof that people aooepted these forecasts as
being both reliable and true. Many years later people began
to realize that Prognoatlea was not Infallible In foretelling
the weather, and because of this the numbers of sales de-
creased markedly. Perhaps the people realized ''there Is a
Tast difference between forecasts based upon substantial
truths of science and those made by Irresponsible weather
districts."
18 W.J* Humphreys, 0£. olt. . p. 337.
14 Sir HIchard Gregory, Discovery or The spirit and Service
of Science
.
New York: The Macmlllan Company, 1916, p. 101.
13
prophets In almanacs
14
popular In agricultural
f
11
>
^Prognostloa ntxt appeared wrapped around the medlolne-
nan's bottle of "Remedy", the oure-all of human ailments.
The "Remedy" sold In great amotints and therefore, the pub-
lication had an extensive olroulatlon. Prognostloa dis-
appeared as a publication soon after people began to realise
that the medicine did not cure tham of their ailments and
that the forecasts In this pamphlet did not accurately fore-
tell the coming weather. People than returned to their own
weather signs and obserratlons of natural phenomena. They
again predicted the weather for themselves and eaqpressed
such predictions In weather proverbs. This was but the
normal course that grew out of necessity. In reasoning
In general from cause to effect, one phenomenon had been
considered to be as good a sign as any other, but now signs
which foretold weather were more selectively made than they
had been because people realised that some signs were more
oonmonly followed within a short time by a certain type of
weather theun were others.
Kear the close of the twelfth century Europe awoke to
the fact that though Aristotle was dead, his work on meteor-
ology was still alive. "Europe was amased by a Latin version
of his work on meteorology taken from an Arabic translation
of the original Greek, In which language It fortunately still
15
Is extant."
'
15 W.J. Humphreys, 0£. olt. , p. 365.
f
TM8 &l800T«r7 led to the teaoliliig of seteorology In
certain Tmlversltiee. This teaching was, however, very
different from that of today. In that It was hy authority,
and Aristotle was the gospel. That being the case, progress
was again Impeded until a few solentlsts with courage dared
to throw off that gospel-yoke and go directly to nature,
often with scientific Instruments, for answers to their
questions. These men, are here mentioned because of their
contributions to the field of meteorology even though their
contributions have little or no direct relation to weather
as expressed In prorerb form* With their Instruments It
was possible for then to consider more carefully the science
of the weather, but they did not consider the authenticity
of weather prorerbs.
William Merle, Fellow of Herton College, Oxford, kept
dally records of weather phenomena and made deductions there-
from as early as 1337 to 1344* These records,whloh were
taken over six hundred years ago, were not published until
1891* In them, no reference was made to temperature because
the thermometer had not yet been Invented* These records and
deductions really represent the beginning of a period of
discovery In meteorology which has continued uninterrupted.
• . . meteorology as a golcnce began about A.D.
1590 with Galileo's Invention of the thermometer.
Plfty-three years later Torrlcelll Invented the
barometer. Then years after this jthej Duke of
Tuscany established the first weather stations.
c
Tli«s« Instrtmants enabled man to mearare
natural phenomena, to determine their nature,
and to seek their oauses« 16
) Fahrenheit in 1714 devised a thermometer with fix-
points and a graduated scale on it, therehy making It possible
to measure temperature reasonably aoourately*
"About 1740 Benjamin Franklin discovered that storms
are usually not merely local events but ^rej large formations
of meteorological elements covering huge areas, and that they
|j
move from west to east."
In the year 1866, Perrel advanced a law which states
I'
that prevailing winds never blow in a straight line, but
!
instead always curve toward the right in the northern hemi-
sphere and toward the left in the southern hemisphere. This
J
law is now universally accepted by meteorologists.
il It is thus seen that weather is a result of nature's
;i
j
laws as they apply to gases and any weather signs must have
'I
natural laws as a basic foundation if it is to have reliabil-
ity.
In the opinion of Sir Richard Gregory, there is,
a common impression that the conclusions arrived at
by men of science are of the nature of beliefs,
and have, therefore, no firmer basis than that of
conviction. Nothing could be farther from the truth.
IS Renner and Bauer, op . oit.
.
p. 8.
17 Renner and Bauer, 0£. oit. , p. 8.

From Mb earliest days the student of solenoe
l8 trained to ask for evidence "before arriving
at a Judgment; and he should hesitate to pass
an opinion upon a suhjeot with which he is not
familiar. • • • Popular impressions and beliefs
relating to weather are often "based upon casual
ohserTatlons, and have little foundation in fact*
Yet every belief of this kind is worthy of eicam-
inatlon, and if It has not been investigated,no
man of solenoe is justified in asserting it as
untrue. 18
The Used for Further Investigation
It seems apparent that there is a need for Investigation
©f popular beliefs and casual observations with respect to
the weather to determine on the basis of scientific knowledge
whether they are true or false.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of the investigation was to determine which
weather proverbs are true and which are false in terms of
designated principles of science.
T5 Gregory, 0£. cit. . pp. 92-93.

CHAPTEIl II
WBATHEH PHOVEHBS COITSIDERKD TRUE OH PA18B
lU TEBMS OF PRINCIPLES OF SCIEFCE
Statement of Problem
The purpose of the investigation was to determine
which weather proverhe are true and which are false in
terms of designated principles of science.
Definitions of Terms
The following definitions of terms were used in this
part of the inyestigation:
A weather sign is a direct acquaintance, through
the senses, with phenomena which make u^ the weather.
A weather proverb is an expression, usually in
rhyming meter, of a weather sign which has gained
credence by long usage.
Techniques Employed
It was necessary, first, to collect weather proverbs
for inclusion in a composite list.
-15-
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The Collection of Weather Proverbs
The following publloatlone were eeleoteft as Bonroes
to be analysed by the Investigator for weather proverbs:
1, All readily available secondary-school
textbooks of general science, biology,
physios, chemistry, physical science,
physiography, and aeronautics, Inclndlng
all bibliographical references which might
be related to the weather.
2. All readily available textbooks of science
Intended for survey courses of the physical
sciences and of the biological sciences at
the junior- college level. Including all
bibliographical references contained therein
which might be related to weather.
3» All readily available books found under
the topics meteorology and weather In
the Cumulative Book Index , 19E8-1947
Inclusive, Including the United States
Catalogue of books in print, January 1,
1928.
4. The Holy Bible .
5. Bartlett's yanlllar Quotations.
The following 26 books were secured from libraries,
and were analyzed for weather proverbs:
Bartlett, John, PamiliP.r Quotations . (Revised and
Enlarged Edition). Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
19.^7. xlvlii + 1578 pp.
Bawden, Arthur Talbot, Ifen's Physical ITnlverse :
A Survey of Plysloal Science for OoTleges.
Kew York:"l^e Maomlllan Company, 1937. vll + 812 pp.

8* BeaueliAiDp , Wllliur Jolm C. Hayflold, and Joe Yoxmg
West, Solenoe Problems , Book 2* Ghloago: Soott,
Poresman and Company, 1939, xl f 578 pp.
4. Benstead, The Weather Eye . London: Robert Hale
Limited, 194^57" 287 pp.
6. Botley, CM., The Air and Its Mysteries . New York:
D.Appleton^^^^tury Company, 1940. xrl f 302 pp.
6. Bush, George L., Theodore W. Ptacek and John Zovat8,Jr.
,
Senior Solenoe Socialized for the High School .
Hew York: American Book Company, 1937. vil
-f 835 pp.
7. Cable, Emmet James, Robert Ward Getohell and William
Henry Kadesoh, The Physical Sciences . (With Revlslona)
Uew York: Prentlce-Hall Inc., 1940. xlx f 754 pp.
8. Caldwell, Otis W. and Francis D. Curtis, Everyday Science .
Boston: Glnn and Company, 1943. xli f 664. pp.
9. Carleton, Robert H.
,
Henry H. Williams, Modem Life
Science . Chicago: Llpplnoott, 1942. x f 650 pp.
10. Carpenter, Harry A., George C. Wood, and Paul E. Smith,
Our Environment : How We Adapt Ourselves to It .
Boston: Allyn and"Tiacon, 1943. xlll f 6ZJ7 pp.
11. Carroll, Pranklln B., Understanding Our World . Chicago:
The John C. Winston Company, 1939. xTT~554pp.
12. Dunn, E.B., The Weather and Practical Methods of
Forecasting It. Few York: Dodd, Mead and Company,
1906. vi if +T66 pp.
13. Eby, George S., Charles L. Waugh, Herbert E. Welch and
Bucklnham H. Burdette, The Physical Sciences .
Boston: Glnn and Company, 1943. vT t 493 pp.
14. Fletcher, GustavL., Earth Science . Boston: P.C. Heath
and Company, 19431 vT f 583 pp.
15. Fowler, George W., Morton C. Colllster and Ernest L.
Thurston, Our Surroundings . Syracuse, Few York:
The Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc., 1943. x f 757pp
16. Gaer, Joseph, Everybody's Weather . Chicago: Llpplncott,
1944. 11 f 85 pp.

17. Garrlott, Edward B., Weather golk-Lore and Local
Weather Signs * Bulletin Fo. 33- H.^Tllo. 294,
U.S. Deparxment of Agrlcaltnre , V/eather Bureau.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1903.
153 pp.
18. Gregory, Sir Hlchard, Discovery or The Spirit and
Service of Science'^ Hew YorET The EacSTlan
Company,"T926. vlll + 341 pp.
19. Humphreys, W.J. , Rain Maiding and Other ?^eather
Vagarlea . Baltimore: The Wllllame and Wllklns
Company, 1926. x
-f 155 pp.
20. Humphreys, W.J.
,
Ways of the Weather . Lse caster,
Pennsylvania: Tne Taques Cat tell Press, 1942.
vl + 400 pp.
21. Humphreys, W.J. , Weather Proverbs and Paradoxes .
Baltimore: The Williams and V711klns Company,
1923. vlll 125 pp.
22. Jameson, P. R. , Weather and Weather Instruments for
the Amateur . (Sixth and Revised Edition)
.
Rochester: Taylor Instrument Companies, 1923.
Iv f 132 pp.
23. Jean, Prank Covert, Eara Clarence Harrah, Pred Louis
Herman and Samuel Ralph Powers, Man and the Hature
of His Physical Universe . Boston: Glnn and Company,
T^3?7" X ^ 524 pp.
24. SlosBon, Edwin, Keeping U£ With Science . New York:
Harecurt. Brace and Company, Inc., 1924. xll f 356 pp
25. The Holy Blhle . According to Authorized Version.
ITew York: James Pott and Company, 1901. 11 f 1382 pp.
Jill
These 25 hooks, with the exception of Bartlett's
Familiar Quotations
.
were analyzed page by page hy the
r
Inyestlgator, and eyery weather proverl) foimd therein was
each written on a three-hy-flve card. The Index of Bartlett'e!
gamlllar Quotations was read, and all references to the
weather in this Index were treated In the same manner as
were the other 24 hoolts* All dnplloatlons of proTerhs were
eliminated. Three hxmdred thirty-three different proverhB
remained after the elimination of duplications*
It was dlscoTsred In the analyses that (1) a few
proTerhs contradicted each other; fS) some which were stated
In slightly different wording oonyeyed the same meaning;
(55) many varied In length from one line to a part of a
stanza; and (4) some were phrased In couplet or verse, others
only In simple prose. In the light of these variations, all
proverbs which were deemed hy the Investigator to convey the
same meaning were treated as one proverh.
The grouping of Proverbs Into Categories
The Investigator assigned every weather proverb to
one of the following 29 categories deemed by her to be most
closely related to the proverb :
Proverbs related to
Wind and wind direction
Clouds
Sun
Moon
lialn
Halnbow
r
Sliy colors
Stare
Baroaeter
Tides
Dew
) Frost
Smoke
SotmA
Thunder
St. Kino' 8 Fires
Days
Months
Seasons
Year
V7ells and Springs
Odors
Anlzaals, Birds, Insects
Cobwebs
Trees
Plants
^^Aohes and Pains
People
The allooatlons of the prorerbs to categories were
checked by a specialist In the teaching of science who was
also a qualified meteorologist. He reassigned to other
categories all proverbs which had been improperly assigned
by the InTestigator.
TABLE I presents the weather proverbs grouped according
to weather factors, long-irange forecasts, and miscellaneous
topics.

TABLE I
WEATHER PROVEHBS GROUPED ACCORDIITG TO rrSATHER ?ACTORS.
LONG-RANGE FORECASTS, AFD MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS
Source
8
Proverbs of the
Proverbs
Weather Paotors
Proverbs Related to Wind and Wind Dlreotlon
'^Every wind has Its weather • 4,17, SI
The faster the wind blows, the sooner
we will have a change In weather.
The gentler the wind, the slower will
be the change In weather 16
The wind In the west
Suits every one best* •••••••••• •••• 4,6,7,
(quoted either west or northwest) 16,17,21
A western wind oarrleth
water In his hand 4
The north wind doth blow.
And we shall have snow 4
When the wind Is In the north
The skillful fisher goes not forth. • 17
*Table I Is read thus: The weather proverb
"Every wind has Its weather" was found In sources
numbered 4, 17, 21 In the list of sources that
precedes this table, and was defensively assigned
to the weather factor "wind and wind direction" as
being the topic to which the proverb is most closely
related.
f
TABLE I (COKTIBUED)
Sources
Proverbs of the
Proverbs
When the wind Is In the east,
It's good for neither man nor beast 3,4,7,16
(quoted either east or northeast) 17,?,1,22
When the wind Is In the northwest.
The weather Is at Its best;
But If the rain oomes out of the east,
'Twill rain for twenty-four hours
at least •••••• •••••• 4
Do business with men when the wind
Is In the northwest. • 4, 5,17,21
A nor'wester Is not long In debt
to a sou'wester 5
When the wind Is In the south.
Then rain Is In Its mouth 7,16,21
A southerly wind with showers
of rain
Will bring the wind from the
west again • 4
When the wind Is In the south
It blows your bait Into a fish's mouth. .. 4,16
There Is a strong, steady south wind
and therefore we shall probably have
rain 8
When the wind veers against the sun.
Trust It not, for back It will run 5,17,22
When the wind backs and the
weather-glass falls.
Then be on your guard against
gales and squalls 4,7,21
The wind's backing, more's coming 4
A veering wind, fine weather.
A backing wind, foul weather • 4,17,21
f
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Proverb
8
Source
8
of the
Proverbs
Light winds point to pressuree low,
Bnt gales aroTmd the same do "blow. 4
A high wind prevents frost. 6,16,21
The winds of the daytime wrestle
and fight.
Longer and stronger than those
of the night , 4,21
As the wind and weather at the
equinoxes, so will they be for
the next three months • • . « o . .
,
19
Fair weather oometh out of the Forth. ... 1,25
Job xxxvii : 22
Proverbs Related to Clonds
Mackerel scales and mare's tails.
Make lofty ships carry low sails 4,5,7,11,
(mackerel scales and hen*s soarts 12,14,17,
used interchangeably) 21,22
If clouds look as if scratched by hen
Get ready to reef your topsails then. ... 22
Mackerel sky, mackerel sky,
Never long wet and never long dry. 4,22
A mackerel sky,
Hot twenty-four hours dry 17
Mackerel clouds in the sky.
Trace in the sky the painter's brush.
Then winds around you soon will rush. ... 4,16,21
In the morning mountains.
i)
Expect more wet than dry. 17
In the evening fountains. 16,21
c(
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Souroes
ProTerba of the
Prove rl)B
When the olonds appear like
rooks and towers.
The earth's refreshed hy
frequent showers . • • 7 , 21
When mountains and ollffs In the
clouds appear,
Some sudden and violent showers
are near 4,16
The higher the olouds.
The finer the weather 4,7,16
When the clouds are upon the hills.
They'll oome down by the aills 4,14,21
A round-topped oloud, with flattened base
Carries rainfall in its faoe. 4
TThen the oarry goes west,
Gude weather is past;
When the oarry goes east,
Gude weather oomes neist 21
oarry" here means the
current of the clouds )•
When ye see a oloud rise out of the
west, straightway ye say, ?here cometh
a shower; and so it is • 17,25
Luke zii : 54
Proverbs Relatecl to the Sun
If red the sun begins his raoe.
Be sure the rain will fall apace 6,9,16,21
If the sun rise red and fiery -
wind and rain • 4
If the sun goes pale to bed,
'Twill rain to-morrow, it is said. 7,15,16,21,
22
r
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Sonroee
Proverbs of the
Proverb
8
The Btm sets weeping in the lowly west,
Witnessing stoxms to oom©, woe
and unrest 7,17,21
If the sun set in gray.
The neTt will be a rainy flay 21
When the sun sets bright and clear.
An easterly wind you need not fear 17
If the sxin In red should set.
The next day surely will be wet 4
A red sun has water in his eye • 16,17,21
When the sun sets red, it will
be a clear day to-morrow 3
When the sun is in his house it
will rain soon 2,4,21
(circle or halo around the sun).
Above the rest, the sun who never lies,
Foretells the change of weather in
the skies,
For if he rise unwilling to his race.
Clouds on his brow and spots upon
his face.
Or if through mists he shoots his
sullen beams,
Frugal of light in loose and
struggling streams.
Suspect a drizzling day and southern
rain,
Fatal to fruit, and flocks, and
promised grain 17,21
Virgil.
Sxmshine and shower,
Hain again to-morrow 21
The sun draws water, rain will follow, .. 6
rr
£6
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Trust not the horse if it Is frisky
\ xooKB pa±B anci n&zj ) •
The sun shall not sralte thee by Aay,
Psalm 121 : 6
Proverbs Related to the Moon
The moon and the weather
May change together,
But a change of the moon
Does not change the weather.
If we had no moon at all
And that may seem strange.
We should still have weather
That's subject to change
If the moon shows a silver shield.
Be not afraid to reap your field;
But If she rises haloed round.
Soon we'll tread on deluged ground,
But chiefly look to Cynthia's
varying face.
There surest signs of coming
weather trace
The bonny moon Is on her back,
Mend your shoon and sort your tack.
4,17,21
17,21
4,19
4.5
When the moon lies on her back.
She sucks the wet Into her lap.
When the moon lies on her back
Then the sou 'west wind will crack;
When she rises up and nods.
The northeasters dry the sod* •••
17
17
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Souroes
ProTerba of the
ProrerbB
A ring around the moon is a
sign of rain • 6
When the wheel Is far,
the storm Is n'ar;
When the wheel Is n'ar,
the storm Is far. 7,21
Far burr, near rain 4,£1
fdiameter of olrole around moon).
A moon with a elrole brings
water In her beak 5,7,17,81
The olrole of the moon never
filled a pond;
The olrole of the sun wets a
shepherd • •••• 17
The bigger the ring.
The nearer the wet 7,10,21
Moonlight nights have the
heaTlest frosts 19,21
Pale moon doth rain;
Red moon doth blow;
White doth neither
rain nor snow 4,21
I saw the auld moon late yestere'en,
Wl» the new moon In her arms.
And If we gang to sea, master,
I fear we shall oome to harm 2,4,5
(quoted either "auld moon In
new moon's arms" or vice versa).
Clear moon, frost soon 21
When the orescent moon oan hold
water It will be dry 10
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Souroes
Proverl)8 of the
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Sharp homs do threaten
windy weather 4,21
When Lima first her scattered
fear recalls.
If with hlnnted horns she holds
the dusky air.
Seamen and swains predict
abundant showers* ••• ••••••••••••••• 4
The full moon eats clouds 19,81
The moon grows fat on clouds. 19,21
Hear full moon, a misty sunrise
Bodes fair weather and cloudless skies. .. 4
Fish bite best as the moon grows fulle ... 10
Saturday's change and Sunday's full
Keyer brought good and never will. ...... 4
As the fourth and fifth day's weather
So's that lunation altogether. 4
Sowe peason and beans in the
wave of the moon;
Who soweth them sooner, he
soweth too soon 4,19
So plant the bean when the moon Is light.
And you will find that this is right;
Plant potatoes when the moon is dark.
And to this line you always hark;
But if you vary from this rule.
You will find you are a fool;
If you always follow this rule to the end.
You will always have money to spend. •••• 17

TABIB 1 (COBTIITTJBJ))
ProverbB
Souroea
of the
Proverbs
Proverbs Related to the Rain
Rain before seven, lift before eleven. 4,6,10,12
(quoted either lift or shine).
You oan tell by two v7hat
Its going to do 12
The farther the sight.
The nearer the rain • 4,5
A stmshiny shower
Never lasts half an hour 4
Rain from the east -
Twenty-four hours at least.
Curls that kink and cords that bind;
Signs of rain and heavy winds 7,21
Signs of Rain
The hollow winds begin to blow.
The olouds look blaok, the glass is low... 4,10,16,23
The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep,
And spiders from their cobwebs creep. ... 4,16,23
Last night the Sun went pale to bed;
The Moon in haloes hid her head 4,16,23
The boding shepherd heaves a sigh.
For see I a rainbow spans the sky 4,16
The walls are damp, the ditches smell;
Closed is the pink-eyed pimpernel 4,16
*The poem "Signs of Rain" by Erasmus Darwin, which
is also attributed to Edward Jenner, was written before
1850 and was for many years required to be learned in
school as a means of foretelling the weather.
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ProTerbs
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H^rk how the ohftlrs and tables crack 2
Old Betty's Joints are on the rack 4,10,16,23
Her corns with shooting pains torment her
23
loud quaolr the duoks the peacocks cry.
4,16
How restless are the snorting swine J
4,10,16
low o'er thfi grass the swallow wings;
The cricket, too, how sharp he sings S ••• 4,16
Puss on the hearth, with velvet paws,
Sits wiping o'er her whiskered jaws 4,10,16
Through the clear stream the fishes rise.
And nlnibly catch the Incautious files. ••• 4,16
The glow-worms, numerous and "bright.
4.16
At dusk the squalid toad was seen.
Hopping and crawling o'er the green 4,16
The whirling dust the wind obeys.
4,16
The frog has changed his yellow vest,
4,23
Though June, the air Is cold and still.
The merry blackbird's voice Is shrill. ... 4,16
My dog, so altered In his taste.
Quits mutton bones on grass to feast. ... 4,10,16,23
And see yon rooks, how odd their flight.
They Imitate the gliding kite.
And seem precipitate to fall.
As If they felt the piercing ball 4,10,16
r
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Sonroes
ProTerbs of the
ProTerhB
•Twill Bnr©ly rain. I eee with sorrow,
Out Jaxtnt srust 1)8 put off to-morrow 4,10,16,23
Proverbs Belated to the Rainbow
A rainbow In the morning
Is the shepherd's ?raimlng;
A rainbow at night,
Ii5 the shepherd's delight 4,6,7,9
(quoted with either "sailor 10,11,12,
or shepherd" and "night or 14,17,21
Homing" Interchangeably),
A dog In the morning.
Sailor, tf\ke warning,
A dog at night
Is the sailor's dellji^ht 4
("dog" here means a small
rainbow near the horizon).
If there be a rainbow in the eve.
It will rain pnd leave.
But If there be a rainbow In the morrow
It will neither lend nor borrow 16,21
Rainbow In windward, foul fall the day;
Rainbow to leeward, damp runs away 4,7,21
Proverbs Related to 3ky Oolors
ij
~
I Evening red and morning gray,
ITelpn the traveler on hi 8 way.
Evening gray and morning red.
Brings down rain upon his head 7,12,16
17,21
^
Evening red and morning gray
"^111 help the traveler on his way 15,22
Evening red and morning gray
Two sure signs of one fine day. 17,21
Q
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Proverbs
Souroee
of the
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8
If the eyenlng is red and the
morning grey.
It is the sign of a bonnie day.
If the evening's grey and the morning red.
The lamb and the ewe will go wet to bed. .. 4
An evening gray and a morning red.
Will send the shepherd wet to bed 17,21,SS
A red slfy at night.
Is the shepherd's delight.
A red sky in the morning.
Is the shepherd's warning 4,16,18,21
(quoted with either "sailor
or shepherd" and "night or
morning" interchangeably).
A red mom that ever yet betokened
Wreok to the seamen, tempest to the field.
Sorrow to the shepherds, woe to the birds,
Ghist and foul flaws to herdsmen and
to the herds. 4,17
Glimpse yon e'er the green ray,
Coxmt the morrow a fine day 21
When it is evening, ye say. It will
be fair weather: for the sky is red;
And in the morning. It will be foul
weather to-day; for the sky is red
and lowering 1,4,10,17,
Matt, xvi 2,3 18,21,26
Proverbs Related to the Stars
When the stars begin to huddle.
The earth will soon become a puddle 17,21
When the stars begin to hide
Soon the rain will betide. 21
cf.
c
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Sources
ProTerbe of the
When stars flicker In a dark baok-grotmd
rain or snow follows soon £1
When the bright gems that night's
black vault adorn
But faintly shine of half their
radiance shom-
And not by cloud obscurred or dim-
med to sight
By the silyery veil of Cynthia's light.
But of themselTes appear to faint away.
They warning give of a tempestuous day. 17, £1
Proverbs Related to the Barometer
When the glass falls low.
Prepare for a blow;
When it rises high.
Let all your kites fly 17,21,2£
First rise after blow,
Foretells stronger blow 17
When rise begins after blow.
Squalls expect and clear blow 5
Long foretold (falling), long last.
Short notice, soon past • 4,17, £1, £2
If the barometer and thermometer
both rise together
It is a Tery sure sign of coming
fine weather 17
I ProTerbs Related to Tides
^
^
Storms burst as the tides turn £1
Showers are most frequent at the
turn of the tide • • • • 21
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Proverbs
Sources
of the
ProTerbs
Proverbs Related to Dew
The dews of the evening
Industriously shim;
They're the tears of the sky
for the loss of the sun • 4,5
When the dew is on the grass,
Haln will never oome to pass 4,21
When the grass Is dry at morning light
Look for rain before the night 21
Proverbs Related to grost
If hoar frost oomes on morning twain.
The third day surely will have rain 4,15,22
Heavy frosts generally are followed
by fine clear weather. 21
Proverbs Related to Fog
He that would have a bad day mawn
gang out in a fog after a frost* 21
Mist in the valley
G^ood man go on your journey 5
When the mists begin to nod,
Fisher, then put up your rod • 7,21
When the mist creeps up the hill,
Pisher, out and try your skill 21
A suamer fog for fair,
A winter fog for rain;
A fact most everywhere.
In valley and on plain. 21
f
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ProTerbB of the
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MlBt dlsperelng on the plain
Eoatter away the oloude of rain;
But when they rise to mountain tope
They'll soon desoenft In ooploue drops. 21
When there le fog there is little
or no rain 20
Provert g Related to Smolre
The SBoke from the ohlBineys right ascends.
Then spreading haolr to earth It bends, ... 7,16,21
When the oiaoke goes west,
Gude weather is past;
When the smoke goes east,
Gude weather comes neist 4,7,21
ProTerbs Related to Sound
Sound traveling far and wide
A stormy day will betide 4,20,21
When the forest murmurs, and the
mountain roars.
Then close your windows and shut
your doors 21,24
The whispering grove tells of a
storm to come. •••• 21
Get thee up, eat and drink; for there
is a sound of abundance of rain 4,24,25
I Kings xviii : 41
Proverbs Related to Thunder
When it thunders in the morning.
It will rain before night 16,21
f
M
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Prorerbs
Sources
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Thunder In spring, cold will bring 21
Thander In March he tokenth ei
4,£1
When It thunders on the day of the moon's
disappearance, the crops will prosper and
D
The first thunder of the year awakes
4
ProTerbs Related to St. Elmo's Plres
Last night I saw St* Elmo's stars
With their glittering lanterns,
all at play.
On the tops of the masts, the tips
of the spars.
And I knew we should hare foTil
4,16,21
Long-Range Forecasts*
Proverbs Related to Days
As the days lengthen.
17
'Sue to the reformation of the calendar a great
many proverbs here listed may refer to a later date
than the day mentioned In them. For example, those
proverbs referring to a "Saints Day" of the Middle Ages
i would require correction of all dates In them. These
corrections would be necessary because of the error of
the calendar which had accumtilated at the time of their
origin. However, the date which usafje has placed In the
proverh has been retained In this Investigation.
ii
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As the days begin to shorten.
The heat begins to sooroh theo 17
If Candlemas Day be fair and bright.
Winter will take another flight.
If Candleioas Day be dark and drear,
Winter is gone for all that year ••• 4,7,12,
(February 2) 17, 19
If Candlemas Day be fair and clear.
There'll be two winters in the year 19,22
When it rains on Candlemas Day,
the oold is over* •••• 7
If Candlemas Day be fine and clear.
Com and fruit will then be dear. • 17
Candlemas Day ! Candlemas Day I
Half our fire and half our hay 17
If the sun entice the bear
from his den,
He turns round thrice and
gets back again 19
If St. 7'inoent's has sunshine
Our hopes much rye and wine 17
(January 22)
If St. Paul's Day be fine.
The year will be the same • • 4
(January 25)
If St. Paul's is bright and clear.
One does hope a good year 17
If it freezes on Saint Matthais' Day,
It will freeae for a month together 4,19
(February 24)
Wherever the wind lies on Ash
Wednesday, it continues all Lent 4,19
rk
Souroes
Proverbs of the
ProYerbe
So aaoh as the STtn shines on Pancake
Tuesday, the like will shine erery
day In Lent 4,19
Is*t on St. Joseph's Day clear
So follows fertile year. 17
(March 19
)
If It thunders on All fools Day,
It brings good crops of com and hay 17
(April 1)
If It rains on Pastor Sunday, It will
rain every Stmday until Pentecost 4
If on the 8th. of May It rain.
It foretells a wet harvest, Dan sain 17
Who shears his sheep before St. Oeratlus
Day, loves more his wool than his sheep... 4
If It rains on St. Medard*s Day,
It will rain again 40 days later 4,19
(June 8)
If Saint Vitus Day be rainy weather
It will rain 30 days together 4,19
(June 15)
If it rains on St. Protaslus's Day,
It will continue raining, throughout
forty days. 4,19
(June 19)
If It rain on June 27, It will
rain for seven weeks. 4,19
If the first of July be rainy weather
'Twill rain more or less for four
weeks together. 19
If It rain on Saint Mary's Day,
It will rain for four weeks 4,19
(July 8)
cI
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If it rain on the first dog-day.
It will rain for 40 days 19
As dog-days begin, so will they end 19
(July 3-Axigust 11)
Dog-days bright and olear
Indicate a good year;
But when aooompanled by rain.
We hope for better times in rain 17
Bullion's Day, if ye be fair,
For forty days 'twill rain nae la&ir 4,19
(July 4)
If it rain on July 10, it will
rain for seven weeks • 19
In this month is St. Swithin's Day
On which, if that rain, they say
Pull forty days after it will
Or more o less some rain distill 17
(July 15)
Saint Swithin's Day, and ye do rain,
?or forty days, it will remain.
Saint Swithin's Day, and ye be fair,
For forty days, 'twill tslIu nae mair 19
It rarined on Saint Swithin's Day and
will therefore rain on each of the
forty following days 8
If it rains on Saint Bartholomew's Day,
it will rain for forty days » 4,19
(August 24)
As Bartholomew's Day, so the
whole auttunn • 4
If the 24th. of August be fair and olear.
Then hope for a prosperous autumn
that year. .. « 17
f
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^' Souroes
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ProTerbs of the
Proverbs
St. Bartlemy's mantle wipes ftry
All the tears St. Swithlns oan ory 4,17
If the first of September be fair, it
will be fair for a month 19
On All Saints Day, If the weather
hold clear.
An end of wheat sowing do make
for the year • 17
(ITovember 1)
If it rain on Siinday before mass It
will rain for a week • 4,19
When it storms on the first Snaday
in the month.
It will storm every Sunday
during month 17
Easter in snow, Christmas in mud,
Christmas in snow, Kaster in nwd« 4
A green Christmas makes a
fat graveyard 4,12,17
A green Christmas brings a
heavy harvest. 17
If on Christmas night the wine
ferments heavily in the barrels,
a good year is to follow •••...«« 4
If at Christmas ioe hangs in the willow,
clover may be out at Baster 4
If the STinshine through the apple-tree
on Christmas Day, there will be an
abundant crop the following year 4
Clearing on Sunday,
Clear till Wednesday 4
(
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Source
8
Prorerbs of the
WeftnesAay olearlng, clear till Stinday, ••• 17
On Tharsday at three
Look out and yon'll see
What Friday will be 4
A 8 the Friday, so the Sunday 4
If on Friday it rain
'Twill on Sunday again;
If on Friday bo clear.
Have for Sunday no fear, 17
Proverbs Related to Months
The month that comes In good will
go out bad* • . .« 17
A favorable January brings us a
good year 17
January warm, the Lord have mercy 17,21
January wet, no wine you get 7,21
If the grass grows in January, It
grows the worse for It all the year 17
If you see grass In January,
Look your grain In your granary 21
January blossoms fill no man's cellar. 21
January and February,
Do fill or empty the granary 21
Always expect a thaw In January 17
If there Is no snow before January,
there will be the more In March
and April • • « • • 17
(
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A wans January, a oold ISaj 17
All the months of the year
Curse a fair February 21
A February spring. Is worth nothing 21
There Is always one fine
week In Febimary, • 17
If Febraary glres enow,
A fine summer It doth foreshow 17
February rain is only good to
fill ditohes 17
Winds in March and rains in April
promise great blessings in May 17
A dry and cold March never begn
its bread. 17
March damp and warm will do the
farmer much harm 17,21
March comes in like a lamb and
goes out like a llon»
Ms.roh comes in like a lion, goes
out like a lamb • 17,19
March in January,
January in March, I fear. •••• 17
March many weathers rained and blowed.
But March grass never did good. 17
Haroh flowers make no summer bowers 17
March winds and April showers
Bring forth May flowers 17
Moist April, clear June 17
<c
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A ooia April the bam will fill 17, £1
Till Aperll'a dead
Change not a threai « 17
(of clothing)
May damp and cool fills the
bams and the wine Tats 17
A hot May nakes a fat graveyard 17
Dry May brings nothing. •». 17
A dry Kay Is followed by a wet June 17
Wet May, dry July •••• 17
It noTer olonds up In a Jtine
night for rain 17
Calm weather In June sets com In time, .» 17
June damp and warm does not
make the farmer poor 17
A oold and wet June spoils
the rest of the year. • •• 17
July, God send thee calm and fayre.
That happy harvest we nay see 17
He'er tmst a July sky. 17
Whatever Jxay and August do boll,
September can not fry r ••• 17
When It rfclns In August It rains
honey and wine 17
Dry August and warm.
Doth harvest no harm 17
As September, so the coming March 17
1
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Heavy September rain brings drought 17
Warm October, cold February 17
Much rain In October
ISuoh wind In December. • 17
If October bring heavy froat
and winds, then will January
and February be mild* ••••••••• ••• 17
As November, so the following March 17
Ice In Kovember
Brings mad In December ••••••••• 17
December cold with snow, good for rye. •• 17
Proverbs Belated to Seasons
A late spring, a great blessing 17
Better a late spring and bear,
Then early blossom and blast. •• 17
A late spring never deceives 17,21
Whenever there Is much snow, a
fruitful season generally follows 4,20
Early thunder, early spring 17
A dry spring, rainy summer 17
If the spring Is cold and wet.
Then the autumn will be cold and dry 17
A late spring Is good for com,
but bad for cattle • ••• 17
Generally a moist and cool summer
portends a hard winter 17
^
.
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8
There can never he too nnich
rsln hefore mldstunmer. 17
Mldstumier rain spoils wine,
stock and grain 17
A severe autumn denotes a windy snnmer,
A windy winter a rainy spring,
A rainy spring a severe sxiamer,
A severe suiBmer a windy antunm;
So the air halanoe Is
Seldom debtor unto Itself 17
A moist autumn, with a mild winter.
Is followed hy a cold and dry spring,
retarding vegetation 17
A pleasant autumn and a mild winter
will cause the leaves to fall next
September 17
If we do not get our Indian Sumaer
In October or November we shall
get It In the winter. 17
Who doffs his coat on a winter's day.
Will gladly put It on In May. 17
Winter will not come till the
swamps are full 17
A warm and open winter portends a
hot and dry summer 17
An abundant wheat crop does not
follow a mild winter 17
If there Is much rain In winter,
the spring Is generally dry 4
After a rainy winter follows
a fruitful spring 17
III
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Proverbs of the
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Winter xmder water, dearth;
Under snow, bread • 17
Winter's back breaks about the
middle of 7ebraary 17
Proverbs Related to Year
A year of snow, a year of plenty 7, 21
Frost year, good year.
Snow year, good year 17
Ilalny year, fruit year. 17
Year of snow, fruit will grow 21
Frost year, fruit year 21
A bad year oomes In swimming 17
After a wet year a cold one 17
Wet and dry years come In triads 17
A year of grass, good for nothing else.*.* 17
In the year that plums flourish
all else falls 17
Year of radishes, year of health 17
A oow year, a sad year;
A bull year, a glad year 17
leap year was ne'er a good sheep year. ••• 17
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MlBoellaneous Toplos
Proverbs Related to Animals
.
Birds , Inseots
He taught us erst the heifer's
tall to view
When stuck aloft, that showers
would straight ensue 4
Hark» I hear the asses bray.
We shall have some rain to-day 4
Grumphie smells the weather.
An' grumphie sees the wun'
He kens when the olouds will gather
And smoor the bllnkln' sun.
Wl* his mou' fu' o' strae
He to his den will gae
Grumphie Is a prophet.
Wet weather we will hae •••• 4,5,21
fplg)
When a oow tries to scratch Its ear.
It means a shower Is very near.
When It thumps Its ribs with angry tall.
Look out for thunder, lightning, hall 4,7
When grave rams and lambkins
full of play
Butt at each others heads In
nlmlo fray, rain • 4
Ships oat unusually frisky, she
"has a gale of wind In her tall." 6
If the oat washes her face over her ear,
'Tls a sign the weather will be fine
and clear « 7
Sea gull, sea gull sit on the sand;
It's never good weather while you're
on the Icmd 4
rc
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TABLB I (OOWTIirOTa))
Proverbs
Souroea
of the
ProTerbi
When the peaoook loudly "bawls.
Soon we'll have hoth rain and Bqualla. ••• 7,17
If the oock orows going to bed.
He will certainly rise with a
watery head 7,17
Wild geese flying north are a sign
of warm weather 6
If the wild geese gang out to sea.
Good weather there will aurely be 17
If November goose bone be thiok.
So will the winter be.
If ITovember goose bone be thin.
So will the winter weather be 4,17
When swallows fleet soar high
and sport in air.
He told us that the welkin would
be clear. ...^ • 17
A bee was never caught in a shower 17
When bees to distance wing their flight.
Days are warm, skies are bright;
But when their flight ends near at home.
Stormy weather is snire to come. ••••••••• 17
All the signs foretold a winter
long and inclement.
Bees, with prophetic instinct of want,
had hoarded their honey
Till the hives overflowed; and the
Indian hunters asserted
Cold would the winter be, for thick
was the fur of the foxes 19
If toads come out of their holes in
great numbers, rain will fall soon 4
The louder the frog, the more the rain. .. 4

4f
TABLE I fCOTTIKUKl))
Souroea
Proverb
8
of the
Proverbs
Before the stora the orab hi a briny home
Sidelong forsakea, and strives on land
to roam* • « 4
When black snails on the road yon see,
Then on the aorrow rain will bs, 4
When the glow-worm lights her lamp.
The air Is always damp. • 4
When eager bite the thirsty flea,
Clouds and rain you sure shall see. 4
It will rain If bats cry muoh or
fly into the house. 4
Proverbs Related to Trees
If the oak's before the ash.
Then you'll only get a splash;
But If the ash precedes the oa)r.
Then you may expect a soak. ...
If the oak Is out .before the ash,
'Twill be a summer of wet and splash;
But If the ash Is before the oak,
'Twill be a summer of fire and smoke 4
THien the oak la out before the ash.
Then you ought to see It rain.
When the ash Is out before the onk,
Then you may expect a drought. 7
If on the trees the leaves still hold.
The coming winter will be cold 22
When leaves show their under sides.
Be very sure that rain betides 21
c
go
TABLE I (OOTTurinai)
Proverbs
SourodB
of fhe
FroTerbe
Proverbs Relatefl. to Plants
Onion's skin very thin.
Mild winter ooailng In.
Onion's skin thick and tough.
Coming winter cold and rough* 4,7,19
ITow, look, Onr weather glass Is spread
The plapemel» whose flower
Closes Its leaves of spotted red
Against a rainy hour < 4
Proverbs "Related to Cobwebs
Cobwebs on the grass are a sign of
fair weather. 16
When spider webs In the air do fly.
The spell will soon be very dry 16
Proverbs Related to Odors
When dltoh and pond offend the nose.
Then look for rain and storay blows 4,7,21
Proverbs Related to Tells and Springs
Very well we know
When a well doth well,
A rain and blow
It doth foretell 7, El
When the spring that's low
Begins to flow
Then sure, we know
'Twill rain or snow SI
A rising well and a gushing spring.
Are two good signs of the very same thing.. El

TABLB I (COKCLUDEJ))
JO.
Proyerba
Sources
of the
Proverb
a
Proverbs Related to Aohea and Palna
A oomlng storm your shooting
corns presage
Aches will throb, your hollow
tooth will rage • 21
Proverbs Related to People
So It falls that all men are with
fine weather happier far 16,21
If the weather Is fine, put on your cloak
If It Is wet do as you please 4
In the evening one may praise the day. ••• 4
The SLLmanac maker makes the almanac,
but Crod makes the weather 5
Whether Its cold or whether Its hot.
We must have weather whether or not 13
Findings * The categories of weather factors and
the numbers of weather proverbs assigned to them were :
?rlnd and wind direction, 23; clouds, 14; sun, 15;
moon, 27; rain, 26; rainbow, 4; sky colors, 9; stars, 4;
barometer, 6; tides, 2; dew, 3; frost, 2; fog, 7;
smoke, 2; sound, 4; thunder, 6; and St* Elmo*s Fires, 1.
A total of 163 different weather proverbs was assigned
to the 17 categories of weather factors.
School of L.; _
Library
1
The oategorlas of lon^range foreoasts and the numbers
of weather proyerbs assigned to them were: days, 52;
months, 49; seasons, 23; and year, 13. A total of 137
different weather proverbs was assigned to the 4 categories
of long-range forecasts.
The categories of miscellaneous topics and the numbers
of weather proyerbs assigned to them were: animals, birds,
and insects, 24; trees, 5; plants, 2; cobwebs, 2; odors, 1;
wells and springs, 3; aches and pains, 1; and people, 5.
A total of 43 different weather proyerbs was assigned to
the 8 categories of miscellaneous topics.
The 10 categories with the greatest numbers of dif-
ferent weather proyerbs assigned to them were: days, 62;
months, 49; moon, 27; rain, 26; animals, birds, and in-
sects, 24; wind and wind direction, 23; seasons, 23; sun, 15
clouds, 14; and year, 13.
The total number of different weather proyerbs was
333.
The Assignment of Weather
Proyerbs to Scientific Principles
1 2
Meteorologists such as Humphreys, Garriott, and
1 W.J. Humphreys, Hain Making and Other Weather Vagaries .
Baltimore: The Williams and wllkins Company, 19Z6
, pp.129
and 143.
2 Edward B. Garriott, Weather Polk-Lore and Local Weather
Sijgms, Bulletin Ho. 33 - N.B. 110.294, U.S. Weather Bureau.
Washington: Goyemment Printing Office, 1903, pp.22 and 29.
<<
Dtmn of the United States Weather Bureau, and Gregory and
5
Benetead of the Weather Bureau In England are in agreement
that the weather proverbe whioh are related to long-range
foreoaste or to suoh topics as those olaselfled as mlsoella-
neous topics on pages 47, 48, 49, 50, and 51 of this In-
vestigation have little, or no, scientific merit. These
meteoroloslsts did agree, however, that those weather
proverbs pertaining to weather phenomena, suoh as the weather
factors found on pages J51-36, Inclusive, of this Investiga-
tion, have some worth. Because eminent meteorologists are
agreed that only those weather proverbs pertaining to
weather phenomena, such as the weather factors In TABLE I,
have scientific merit, It Is here deemed Justifiable to
attempt to assign principles only to those weather proverbs
which are allocated to weather factors In TABLE !•
The Investigator assigned to each weather proverb the
principle or principles of physical science the understanding
of which should help one In deciding whether the proverb is
true or false.
3 B.B. Dunn, The Weather and Praotloal Methods of Porecast-
ing It . New YorF: Dodd, MeaJ and Company, 190H, pp.E74-75.
4 Sir Richard Gregory, Discovery or The Spirit and
Service of Science . New York: The Macmlllan Company, 191 6,
pp. 104-17T7':
5 C.R. Benstead, The Weather Eye. London: Robert Hale,
Limited, 1940, p. TIST
((
A juxj of three of the members of a Seminar In Solenoe
Eduoation at Boston UniTersity In 1946-1947, including the
Inyestlgator and a spoolallst In the teaching of soienoe
who is also a licensed meteorologist, met in a group. The
four seotions of the United States (north, south, east, west)
had been the residenoe of one or more of the jurors. The
Jury considered one-by-one eaeh proverb and all principles
assigned to it to determine whether in its opinion the
understanding of the principle assigned to the proverb would
help one understand whether that proverb is true or false.
After all mei^bers of the Jury had made their decisions
as to whether a proverb was true or false, the investigator
read them the explanations of the proverb given by one or
6,7,8
more meteorologists of the Tliiited States Weather Bureau,
9.10
and/or the Weather Bureau in England. £aoh Juror re-
considered his original decision in the light of the ex-
planations read, and again in terms of the principles.
Jurors changed their original decisions in a few cases.
6 Humphreys, 0£. olt.
7 (Jarriott, o£. olt,
8 Dunn, 0£. cit.
9 Gregory, op. olt.
10 Benstead, o£. cit.
((
An asBlgnnent of a prlnolple to a proToxt was ratalned
only If all three membere of the Jury agreed thut an under-
standing of the prlnolple would help one understand whether
that proverb Is true or false. The Jury was asked to suggest
11
other prlnolples In Wise's list of 272 principles of
physical solenoe whloh should be asslg^ied to speolflo proverbs
Including all proverbs to whloh the Investigator could not
assign a principle. Assignments so made were then treated
by the Jury In the same manner as the original assignments.
The same Jury then considered every proverb to determine
whether each of them was true or false for the United States
In terms of the prlnolple or prlnolples defensively assigned
to It. It was recognized by the Jury that proverbs might be
true or false In terms of reasons other than prlnolples, but
such decisions were not here considered. In some cases, the
Jury deemed It necessary because of the wording of the
proverb to Interpret them figuratively rather than literally.
A proverb was considered to be true (T) or false (?) only If
all three members of the jury considered It to be true, or
to be false, respectively. A proverb for whloh the truth
or falsity was not unanimously agreed upon by the Jury
11 Harold E. V/lse, Determination of the Relative
Importance of the Principles of Physical Solenoe for
General Education,* i<npubllshed Doctor's dissertation.
University of Michigan, 1941.
'I
(
was retained with an appropriate mark **X** to Indicate the
laok of agreement. A proTerl) was retained with an appropriate
mark of "U" to Indicate Tinanlmoxis agreement of the Jurore
that no principle applies to the proverb.
One or more of the following prlnolplee of physical
science were deemed hy the Jury to be necessary In deciding
whether each of the weather proverb s Is trae or false.
Wind
1. The principal cause of wind and weather changes
Is the unequal heating of different portions of
the earth's surface by the stm; thus all winds
are convection currents caused by the unequal
heating of different portions of the earth's
surface, and blow from places of high atmospheric
pressure to places of low atmospheric pressure.
2. The natural movements of air, water and solids
on the earth are due chiefly to gravity plus
rotation of the earth.
3. In the northern hemisphere great volumes of air
revolve In a counter-clockwise direction, and
in the southern hemisphere, they revolve in a
clockwise direction.
4. In moving air, wind pressure Increases as the
square of the velocity.
Pressure and Plulds (liquids and gases)
5. A fluid (gas or liquid) has a tendency to move
from a region of higher pressure to one of
lower pressure; the greater the difference,
the faster the movement.
(i
6. The prassnre in a liquid In the open Is equal
to the weight of the fluid above a tmlt area
Inoludlng the point at whloh the presBure la
taken; It therefore rarlea as to the depth
and average density of the fluid.
7. (rases may he converted Into liquids and liquids
Into solids by reducing the speed of their
moleoules or removing the faster moleoules.
8. A gas always tends to expand throughout the
whole spaoe available.
9. The atmospheric pressure decreases with In-
creasing water vapor content, other things
being equal.
10. The free surface of a liquid contracts to the
smallest possible area due to surface tension.
Evaporation and Condensation
11. The rate of evaporation of a liquid varies with
temperature, the nature of the liquid Itself,
area of exposed surface and saturation and cir-
culation of a gas In contact with the liquid.
12. The atmosphere of the earth tends to prevent
the heat of the earth's surface from escaping,
and the earth begins to cool only when the
amount of heat lost during the night exceeds
that gained during the day.
13. The rate of vaporization decreases with the In-
crease of concentration of the vapor In the gas
In contact with the liquid, the temperature re-
maining constant.
14. Condensation will occur when a vapor Is at Its
saturation point If centers of condensation are
available and If heat Is withdrawn.
Heat
16. Solids are liquefied and liquids are vaporized
by heat; the amount of heat used In this proc-
ess, for a given mass and a given substance,
Is specific and equals that given off In the
reverse process.
;1
16« When two bodlea of different teoperatnre are
In contact , there Is a oontlnnouB transference
of heat energy, the rate of which Is directly
proportional to the difference of temperature.
17. Most todies expand on heating and contract on
cooling; the amount of change depending upon
the change In temperature.
18. Heat Is liberated when a gas Is compressed,
and Is absorbed when a gas expands.
19. Heat Is transferred by convection currents of
gases or liquids, the rate of transfer decreas-
ing with an Increase In the Tlscoslty of the
circulating fluid.
EO. The higher the temperature of the air, the
greater the amount of moisture required to
saturate It.
21. Heat Is conducted by the transfer of kinetic
energy from molecule to molecule.
22. The lower the temperature of a body, the less
the amount of energy It radiates; the higher
the temperature, the greater Is the amount of
energy radiated.
Light
23. When waves strike an object, they may either
be absorbed, transmitted, or reflected.
24. ^en light rays pass obliquely from a rare to
a more dense medium, they are bent or refracted
toward the normal and when they pass obliquely
from a dense to a rarer medium, they are bent
away from the normal.
25. If a beam of light falls upon an Irregular
surface, the rays of light are scattered In
all directions.
26. Whenever an opaque object Intercepts radiant
energy traveling In a particular direction,
a shadow Is cast behind the object.
(I'
E?. The dispersion of white light Into a speotmiD
by a prlSD la oaused by tmequRl refraction of
the different wst^ lengths of light,
f?8. InoanAesoent sollfls and liquids emit all waye
lengths of light and glre a oontlnnous speotnun.
29. Light travels In straight lines In a medltua of
nnlforra optical density.
30. When light Is reflected, the angle of Incidence
Is equal to the angle of reflection.
31. The colors of objects depend upon what light
rays they transmit, absorb or reflect.
32. The darker the color of a surface, the better
It absorbs light.
33. When light Is Incident upon a medium In which
It will travel faster and when the angle of
incidence is greater than the critical angle,
it la totally reflected.
34. Faves travel in straight lines while passing
through a homogeneous or uniform medium.
35. When light rays are absorbed, some of the light
energy is transformed into heat energy.
Sound
36. Sound is produced by vibrating matter and is
transmitted by matter.
37. The loudness of a sound depends upon the energy
of the sound waves and, if propagated in all
directions, decreases Inversely as the square
of the distance from the source.
Electricity
38. Like electrical charges repel and unlike
electrical charges attract.
39. Charges on a conductor tend to stay on the
surface and to be greatest on the sharp edges
and points.

40. In an unohargeA body there aa many protons
as eleotrone and the oharges nentraliEe eaoh
other while a deflclenoy of electrons produoos
a pltLB oharge on a body and an excess of
electrons produces a negative charge*
41. The force of attraction or repulsion between
two small charged bodies Tarles directly as
the product of the two oharges and InTersely
as the sguare of the distance between the
charges.
Energy
42. Fnergy can never be created or destroyed,
(except In nuclear physics). It can be
changed from on© fona to another with exact
equlvfilence.
43. When a gas expands, heat energy Is converted
Into mechanical energy.
44. Tho more nearly vertical the rays of radiant
energy the greater the number that will fall
upon a given horlsontal area, and the greater
lo the amount of energy that will be received
by that area.
45. The average speed of molecules Increases with
the temperature and pressure.
gorce and Motion
46. !:^he acceleration of a body Is proportional to
the resultant force acting on that body and
is in the direction of that force.
47. Vihen one body exerts a force on a second body,
the second body exerts an equal and opposite
force on the first.
48. When forces act In the same direction or In
opposite directions, the resultant Is their
algebraic sum.
Solar System
49. Movements of all bodies In the solar system are
due to grayltational attraction and inertia.
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TABIS II
WEATHEH PH07r:H3C* COITSIDBRKD TRUE OPt PAL3F. ET TEHilS 0?
THE DESiaiTATED PTlHrCIPLES 07 PTITSICAI SCIT^CE
Proverbs
Fumber T-r
of
Principle X-II
Proverbs Relating to Wind
** Every wind has its weather. 1.S.3*** T
The faster the wind blows, the sooner
we will have a change in the weather,
The gentler the wind, the slower will
be the change In weather. 1,2,3,5 T
The wind in the west
Suits every one best*
(onoted either west or northwest). 1,2,3 X
A western wind oarrieth
water in hie hand. 1,2,3,20 T
The north wind doth blow,
And we shall have snow. 1.2,3,20 P
When the wind is in the Forth
The skillful fisher goes not forth. 1,2,3 T
When the wind ie in the east.
It's good for neither man nor beast,
(quoted either east or northeast).
1,2,3,9 T
1
1
.
^
f^'Table II is read thus^ One hundred eighty isroverbs
Mealing with long-range weather forecasts and miscellaneous
[topics (See pa^es 36-51) are not included for the reason
ystated or. page 53.
* **The weather proverb "Every wind has its weather"
was unanimously considered by the Jury to be true(T)
in terms of the designated principles. The "T" or
indicates unanimous agreement of the jurors that the
proverb is true or false in terms of the designated
principles, an "X" indicates a lack of unanimous agreement.
An "H" indicates unanimous agreement of the jurors that
no principle applies to the proverb.
*** These principles are found on pages 56-60.
1
1
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TABIE II (OOlrTIFTTBD)
J ProTerbB
TTumber
of
Principle
T-F
x-ir
When the wind 1b In the northwest.
The weather Is at Its best;
But If the rsln oomes out of the
east,
* Twill rain for twenty-four hours
at least* 1,2.3 ?
Do business with men when the wind
Is In the northwest* 1.2.3 I
A nor'wester Is not long In debt
to a sou'wester* 1,2,3,20 T
When the wind Is In the south.
Then the rain Is In Its mouth* 1,2,3,9,20 T
A southerly wind with showers
of rain.
Will bring the wind from the
west again* 1,2,3,9,20 T
When the wind Is In the south
It blows your bait Into a fish's
mouth* 1,2,3 T
There Is a strong, steady south
wind and therefore, we shall
probably have rain* 1,2,3,9,20 T
When the wind yeers against the sun.
Trust It not, for baok It will run* 1,2,3,5 T
When the wind baoks and the
weather-glass falls.
Then be on your guard against
gales and squalls* 1,2,3,5,9 T
The wind's baoklng, more's oomlng* 1,2,3,5 T
A veering wind, fine weather,
A baoklng wind, foul weather. 1.2,3,5,9 T

TABLE II (COHTIirUKD)
Proverbs
Kumber
of
Principle
T-P
Light winds point to pressures low.
1 9 R Q
20 P
A high wind prevents frosts.
The winds of the daytime wrestle
and fight.
Longer and stronger than those
of the night.
12,14,16,
1,4,5,43
T
T
AD wllO n XJIU OXIU V. oa wUq A tt w UUS
equinoxes, so will they be for
the next three months* 1,2.44 F
Pair weather cometh out of the Forth.
Jnh inocvl i • PP
1.2.5 T
Maokerel soales and mare's tails,
VaVo T ft ^tTT HT^Ific rtjn T*r*u Taw nn^loJBC'A.C Xu X Wjf OXXX^D UCkXXJf xuvv ocixxo.
(maokerel soales and hen's scarts
used Interchangeably).
1 fi 1 4. pn TX
If olouds look as If soratohed by hen
(Jet ready to reef your topsails then. 1,5,14,20 T
Maokerel sky, mackerel sky,
Fever long wet and never long dry. 1,5,14,20 T
A maokerel sky,
Fot twenty-four hours dry. 1,5,14,20 X
Maokerel olouds In the sky.
Expect more wet than dry. 1,6,14,20 T
Traoe In the sky the painters brush.
Then winds around you soon will rush. 1,5,14,20 T
In the morning mountains.
In the evening fountains. 1,6,7,9.
14,18,20 T

TABLE II (ooHTiinneD)
Prorerbs
Humber
of
Principle
T-P
X-H
When the olouds appear like
rooks ana towers,
The earth's refreshed by
frequent showers.
1.5,7,9,
14,18, £0 T
When mountains and ollffs in the
olonds appear.
Some sudden and rlolent showers
are near.
1.6,7,9,
14,18,20 T
The higher the olouds.
The finer the weather. 14 T
When the olouds are upon the hills.
They'll oome down hy the mills. 2,14,18 T
A round-topped oloud, with flattened
base
Carries rainfall In Its faoe. 14 T
When the oarry goes west,
Oude weather Is past;
When the oarry goes east,
Oude weather oomes nelst.
("oarry" here means the
current of the olouds).
1 ,E,5,14 T
When ye see a oloud rise out of the
west, straightway ye say. There oometh
a shower; and so It Is.
Luke xll : 54
1,2,5,14 T
ProTerbs Related to the Sun
If red the sun begin his raoe.
Be sure the rain will fall apaoe.
23.28,31.
49 P
If the sun rise red and fiery -
wind and rain.
1.23.28.
31.49 P
If the sun goos pale to bed,
'Twill rain to-morrow. It Is said.
1,5,23,
28,31.49 T
I
II
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TABLE II (CmTTIFTTKD)
Prorerba of
Prlnolple X-F
28,31,49 T
1,5.23,25,
28,31,49 X
20,28.49
The Sim sets weeping in the lowly
west
,
Wltneesing etorms to oome,
woe and unrest*
If the Sim set In gray.
The next will be a rainy day.
When the stm sets bright and olear.
An easterly wind you need not fear.
If the sun In red should set.
The next day surely will be wet.
A red sun has water In his eye.
When the sun sets red. It will
be a olear day to-morrow.
When the sun 1b In his house It
will rain soon.
(circle or halo around the sun).
Above the rest, the sun who never lies
Foretell 8 the change of weather In
the skies,
For If he rise unwilling to his race,
Clouds on his brow and spots upon his
face.
Or If through mists he shoots his
sullen beams,
Frugal of light in loose and
struggling streams.
Suspect a drizzling day end southern
rain,
Fatal to fruit, and flocks, and
promised grain.
Virgil
23,28,31,
49
23.28,31
5,23,28,
31, 49
14.23.26.
28,31
'simshlne and shower,
lain again to-morrow,
14,83.24,
25,28,31.
49 F
11.14,
16,20
I
ProTerbe
NmnhflT
of
Principle X-5
Tha sun draws water, rain will follow.
Trust not the horse if It is frisky
aor the sxm If It turns Its hack,
(looks pale and hazy).
83,26,31 Z
The sun shall not smite thee hy day,
nor the moon hy night.
Psalm If^l : 6
I
TABLE II fCOFTHrUKD)
ProTerhs delated to the Moon
The moon and the weather
May change together.
But a change of the moon
Does not change the weather.
If we had no moon at all
And that may seem strange.
We should hare weather
That's subject to change*
^ If the moon shows a sllTer shield.
Be not afraid to reap your field;
But If she rises haloed round.
Soon we'll tread on deluged ground
But chiefly look to Cynthia's
varying face.
There surest signs of coming
weather trace.
83,^6 , 89
,
49 T
83,85
83.86,29 ?
The honny moon Is on her hack, 83,86,89,
Mend your shoon and sort your thack. 49 7
When the moon lies on her hack.
She sucks the wet Into her lap.
83.86,89,
49 F
When the moon lies on her hack
Then the sou 'west wind will oraok;
When she rises up and nods.
The northeasters dry the sod.
83,86,89,
49 ?

TABLE II fOOTOTUK))
Proverbs
Fumber
of
Principle
T-P
A ring aroimd the moon is a
sign of r&ln* 14,23,P5 T
When the wheel is far,
the storm Is n'ar;
When the wheel Is n'ar,
the storm is far.
14,83,25,
29 T
Par "burr, near rain*
(diameter of olrole around moon)
14,23,25,
29
T
A moon with a circle brings water
In her beak*
14,23,25
X
The olrole of the aoon never filled
a pond;
The circle of the sxm wets a
shepherd. 14,23,25 T
The bigger the ring,
me nearer xne wex»
Moonlight nights have the
heaviest frosts.
29
12,14
T
T
Pale moon doth rain;
Red moon doth blow;
White moon doth neither
rain nor snow. 23,29.31 T
I saw the auld moon late yestere'en
Wl« the new moon in her arms.
And if we gang to sea, master,
I fear we shall oome to harm. I
(quoted either "auld moon in
new moon's arms" or vice versa)
Clear aoon, frost soon. 12,14 I
When the crescent aoon can hold
water it will l^e dry. I

TABLB II (OOTTIHTJED)
Kiuaiber T-7
Proverbs of
Prlnoiple X-E
Sharp home threaten windy weather. 1,29 T
When Ltma first her scattered
fear recalls
,
If with bltDited horns she holds
the dusky air.
Seamen and awains predict
abundant showers. 14,25 T
The full moon eats clouds. —* 2,14,16,16, T
Ul8,19,21.
The moon grows fat on clouds. ^^m^ 45 T
Near full moon, a misty sunrise 15,16,18,
Bodes fair weather and cloudless skies. 19,20,21, T
26,46
Fish bite best as the moon grows full. I
Saturday's change and Sunday's full
Kerer brought good and nerer will. I
As the fourth and fifth day's weather
So's that lunation altogether. I
Sowe peason and beans In the
wave of the moon;
Who soweth them sooner, he
soweth too soon* S
Go plant the bean when the moon
Is light.
And you will find that this Is right;
Plant potatoes when the moon Is dark.
And to this line you always hark;
But If you vary from this rule.
You will find you are a fool;
If you always follow this rule to
the end.
You will always have money to spend. B

TABIB II (COKTOTTTED)
ProTerbs
Huiahor
of
Prlnolple
T-7
X-F
ProTerbB Related to the Bain
Rain before seven, lift before eleven,
(quoted either lift or shine).
5,16,18,
20,45
X
Ton ntLTx t eT 1 htr two what
Its going to do
•
I
The farther the sight, ^ertioall^
The nearer the rain, Js In ting
(fronts)
E,5 T
A Simshiny shower
Fever lasts half an hear. 5 Z
Rain from the east -
Twenty-four hours at least. £,3,5 z
Curls that kink and oords that hind;
Signs of rain and heavy wind. 10,11,13
*siaiTf5 OP RAnr**
by
ErasBHis Darwin
The hollow winds begin to blow, 1,5,9,14,
The olonds look black, the glass is low. 23,32 T
The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep.
And spiders from their cobwebs creep. B
*The poem "Signs of Rain" by ErasiauB Darwin, which
is, incidentally, also attributed to Edward Jenner, was
written before 1860 and was for u&ny years required to
be learned in school as a weans of foretelling the weather.
I This poem has here been Incorporated "in toto" into the
Proverbs Related to the Rain to preserve the meaning of
the poem.
^^Consideration of every proverb in this poem must
include the question "Are the factors in the proverb a
sign of rain
1
SiBLB II (OOVTHrtTXD)
Proverbs
VxuDber T-7
of
Principle X-!:
SIGHS 0? RAIK (oontintied)
Last nlgtt the Sun went pale to bed;
The Moon In haloes hlA her head.
14,23,26.
The boding shepherd heayes a sigh,
?or see I A rainbow spans the sky.
The walls are damp, the dltohes smell;
Closed Is the pink-eyed pimpernel.
Hark how the ohalrs and tables oraok !
Old Betty's joints are on the raok.
14,23,24,
27,29.30.
33
5.9,14
Her corns with shooting pains torment
her
And to her bed untimely send her.
Loud quack the ducks the peacocks cry;
The distant hill a are lookin g nigh.
How restless are the snorting swine !
The busy files disturb the klne.
Low o'er the grass the swallow wings;
The cricket, too, how sharp he sings I
Puss on the hearth, with Tnlvet pa^Ts.
Sits wiping o'er her whiskered jaws.
Through the clear stream the fishes rise,
And nimbly catch the incautious flies.
The glow-worni, numerous and bright.
Illumed the dewy dell last night.
At dusk the squalid toad was seen.
Hopping and crawling o'er the green.
The whirling dust the wind obeys.
And in the rapi<\ eddy plays.
I
TABLE II fCOITTIBUED)
ITtunber T-P
Proverbs of
Principle X-5
SIOTS OP RAUr (Contlmied)
The frog lias ohanged his yellow vest.
And In a rasset ooat Is dressed. I
Though Jtme, the air Is cold and still.
The merry hlaokblrd's voloe Is shrill. V
^7 ^og, so altered In his taste.
Quits mutton hones on grass to feast. 1
And see yon rooks, how odd their flight.
They Imitate the gliding kite,
And seem preolpltate to fall,
As If they felt the piercing hall. 9
•Twill surely rain, I see with sorrow.
Our jaunt must be put off to-morrow. H
SISKS OP m.IS (Concluded)
Proverbs Related to the Rainbow
A rainbow In the morning
Is the shepherd's warning;
A rainbow at night.
Is the shepherd's delight,
(quoted with either "sailor
or shepherd" and "night or
morning" Interohangeably )
.
A dog In the morning.
Sailor take warning,
A dog at night
Is a sailor's delight.
("dog" here means a small
rainbow near the horizon).
Rainbow In windward, foul fall the day; 2, 5,14,
Rainbow to leeward, damp runs away. 23,24,27, T
28,29.30,
14,23,24,
27,28.29,
30,33,34 T
14,23,24.
27,28,29,
30.33,34 T

TABLE II fCONTHniKD)
ProT«rb8
ntunber
of
frlnolple
T-P
X-H
If there be a rainbow In the ere.
It will rain and leare.
But if there "be a ralnhow In the
morrow
It will neither lend nor borrow.
14.23.24
27,28.29.
30,33.34 X
Proverbs Related to Sky Oolora
Evening red and morning gray.
Helps the traveler on his way.
Evening gray and morning red, 14,23,26,
Brings down rain upon his head. 28,31
Evening red and morning gray 14,23,26,
Will help the traveler on his way. 28,31
Evening red and morning gray 14,20,23,
Two sure signs of one fine day. 26,28,31
If the evening Is red and the
morning grey.
It Is the sign of a bonnle day.
If the evening's grey and the morning
red,
The lamb and the ewe will go wet 14,23,26,
to bed. 28,31
An evening gray and a morning red, 14,23,26,
Will send the shepherd wet to bed. 28,31
A red sky at night.
Is the shepherd's delight.
A red sky In the morning, 6,23,28,
Is the shepherd '3 warning. 31
(quoted with either "sailor
or shepherd" and "night or
morning" Interchangeably).
Glimpse you e'er the green ray, 23,24,28,
Count the morrow a fine day. 29,31

TABLE II fCOFTHTTTED)
IJimber T-F
ProrerbB of
Prinolple X-IT
A red aorn that erer yet betokened
Wreck to the seamen, tempest to the
field.
Sorrow to the shepherds, woe to the
birds,
Gust and fotil flaws to herdsmen and 5, S3, 88,
to the herds 31 ?
When It Is eyenlng, je say. It will
be fair weather; for the sky Is red;
And In the morning. It will be foul
weather to-day; for the sky Is red 5,14,23,
and lowering. 28,31 T
Matt. XTl :2,3
Proverbs Related to the Stars
When the stars begin to hnddle.
The earth will soon beoome a puddle. 14,23,25
When the stars begin to hide
Soon the rain will betide. 14,23,25
When stars flicker In a dark back- 5,14,24,
ground rain or snow follows soon. 28,29
When the bright gem that night's
black vault adorn
But faintly shine of half their
radiance shom-
And not by cloud obscurred or dim-
med to sight
By the silvery veil of Cynthia's
llglit.
But of themselves appear to faint
away.
They warning give of a tempestuous
day. 14,23,25
11
ProTerts
number
of
Principle
T-P
X-I
1
!
Proyerbs Related to the Barometer
Fhen the glass falls low.
Prepare for a blow;
When it rises high.
Let all your kites fly. 1,6, 9. 20 T
First rise after blow,
Foretells stronger blow. 3,6 t
When rise begins after blow.
Squalls expect and clear blow. 3,6 I
!
long foretold f falling ) , long last,
Short notice soon past. 3,6 T
If the barometer and thermometer
1
both rise together
It is a Tery sure sign of coming
fine weather. 9,20 T
Proverbs Related to Tides
Storms burst as the tides turn.
Showers are most frequent at the
turn of the tide.
2,6,46,47,
48
2,6,46,47,
48
X
T
ProTerbs Related to Dew
'
-~- —
The dews of the eyening
industriously shun;
They're the tears of the sky
1
for the loss of the sun.
7,12.14,
20 T
When the dew is on the grass.
Rain will never come to pess.
7,12,14.
20 J
1
When the grass is dry at morning
' light
look for rain before the night. 12,20 P
I!
TABLB II fOOTTIITTBD)
PrOTOTbB
Kiunber 7-P
of
Principle
Proyerba Belated to Proet
If hoar frost oomea on nornlng twain.
The third day enrely will haye rain. 5,7,14
Heayy frosts generally are followed
by fine clear weather. 5,7,14
Proyerbs delated to Pog
He that would haye a bad day laawn
gang out In a fog after a frost.
Mist In the yalley
Goo'l man go on your journey.
When the mists begin to nod,
PIsher, then put up your rod.
When the mists creep up the hill,
Plsher, out and try your skill.
A summer fog for fair,
A winter fog for rain
A fact most eyerywhere.
In yalley and on plain.
Mist dispersing on the plain
Scatter away the clouds and rain;
But when they rise to mountain tops
They'll soon descend in copious drops
When there Is fog there is little
or no rain.
7,12.14,
23
15,16,17,
18,19.20,
21,36,43,
44,45
23
14,23,25
11,14,15,
16,20,21,
35,44 T
11,14,15,
16,18,20.
21,35,44
14
Proyerbs Related to Smoke
The smoke from chimneys ri^ht ascends.
Then spreading back to earth it bends. 1,5

tABlB II (COBtlHTOD)
1 ProT«rb8 ofPrinciple
Wlien the smoke goes west,
Oude weather is pant;
When the smoke goes e&st,
Gude weather ooaes nelst. 1,2,3,6,9 T
Proyerbs Related to Sound
Sound traveling far and wide
A stomy day will betide. 1,36.37 T
When the forest murmurs, and the
mountain roars.
your doors.
•*•
.
*i
.
o
» oo .
37 T
(The whispering grore tells of a
dtorm to oome.
1,4.6,36.
37 V
Get thee up, eat and drink; for there
is a sound of abundance of rain. I
Proyerbs Related to Thunder
When it thunders in the morning.
It will rain before night.
1,6,8,14.
17.36,38.
40.42,43 2
Thunder in spring, oold will bring.
Thunder in Jffaroh betokenth a
fruitful year.
1,6,8,17,
36,38,40,
4?., 43
1.6,8,17,
36,38,40,
42,43
Z
F
When it thunders on the day of the
moon's disappearance , the orope
will prosper and the market will
be steady.
1,6,8,17,
36,38,40,
42,43
f
The first thunder of the year awakes
all the frogs and all the snakes.
1,5,8,17.
36.38.40.
42,43
II
TABLE II (OONOLUDSD)
ProTerba of
Prlnolple I-IT
Proverbs Related to St . Elmo's Fires
Last night I 8a?r St. Elmo's stars
With their glittering lanterns
all at play,
On the tops of the masts, the tips
of the spars.
And I knew we should have fonl weather 38,39,40,
to-day. 41,42
Findings . Of the 1C3 weather proyerhs whioh were
assigned to the 17 categories of weather factors, the
Jury agreed unanimously that 87, or 56 • 9 per cent, were
true; E3, or 16.0 per cent, were false; and 26, or 16.9
per cent .were so stated that no principle could be assigned
to them. The jurors did not agree unanimously on the
truth or falsity of 17, or 11.1 per cent, of the proverbs.
Of the 127 proverbs to which principles were assigned,
87, or 68.6 per cent, of the 127 were true in terms of
the principles.
The number of proverbs deemed to be true of the
total number assigned to each category was : wind, 16
of 23; clouds, 13 of 14; sun, 5 of 15; moon, 14 of 27;
rain, 6 of 26; rainbow, 3 of 4; sky colors, 8 of 9;
stars, 4 of 4; barometer, 6 of 5; tides, 1 of il;

dew, 1 of 3; frost, 1 of 8; fog, 6 of 7; smoke, 2 of £;
sotuid, 2 of 4; thunder, none of 5; and St. Klmo's Fires,
none of 1.

CHAPTER III
SUMUAHI. COirCLUSIOFS, AND RECOlOfEirDATIONS
Restatement of Problem
The purpose of this Investigation was to determine
whloh weather proverbs are true and whioh are false in
terms of designated principles of soienoe.
Techniques Employed
The solution of the problem involved three phases :
fl) the oolleotion of weather proverbs, and the grouping
of them into appropriate categories; fS) the defensible
assignment of these proverbs to scientific principles ;
and (3) the determination of which proverbs are true
and which are false in terms of the principles.
Twenty-five sources were analyzed for weather proverbs
for inclusion in a composite list. These sources included:
(1) secondary-school textbooks of general science, biology,
physics, chemistry, physical science, physiography, and
aeronautics; (2) textbooks of science intended for survey
courses of the physical sciences and the biological sciences
-79-

at the junlor-oollege lerel; (3) books under tha toploe
meteorology and weather in the OnmalatlTe Book Index , 1928-
1947; (4) Bartlett's Pamlllar Quotatlona ; and (5) The Holy
Bible. Every weather proverb fotind by a page-by-page
analysis of the sonroes was written on a separate three-
by-flve oard. The weather proverbs were then grouped into
29 different categories.
The allooatlons of the proverbs to the oategorles
by the Investigator were checked by a specialist In the
teaching of science who was also a qualified meteorologist.
He reassigned to other categories all proverbs which were
deemed by him to be Improperly assigned.
The Investigator assigned to each weather proverb
the principle or principles of physical science the
understanding of which should help one In deciding whether
the proverb Is true or false. A qualified jury of three
science teachers* one of whom was a licensed meteorologist,
was then asked to consider one-by-one each proverb and all
principles assigned to It to determine whether In Its opin-
ion the understanding of the principle assigned to the
proverb would help one understand whether that proverb
Is true or false. An assignment of a principle to a proverb
was retained only If all members of the Jury agreed that
an understanding of the principle would help one understand

whether that prorerh I0 true or false. The Jury was asked
to suggest other prlnolples of physloal soienoe whioh should
he assigned to speolfio prover\)8, inoluding all proTerbs to
whioh the inrestlgator oould not assign a principle. Assign-
laents so made were then treated by the Jury in the same
manner as the original assignments*
The same jury then oonsidered every proverb to determine
whether each of them was true or false for the United states
In terms of the prinoiple or prinoiples defensively assigned
to it, A proverb was oonsidered to be true (T) or false (?)
only if all members of the Jury oonsidered it to be true or
to be false, respeotively, A proverb for whioh the truth
or falsity was not unanimously agreed upon by the Jury was
retained with an appropriate mark "X" to indioate the laok
of agreement. A proverb was retained with an appropriate
mark "K" to indioate unanimous agreement of the Jurors that
no prinoiple applies to the proverb.
Sunmaxy of Findings
All 333 weather proverbs were allooRted to one of
29 different categories. (See Table I). Of the 333
proverbs, 153 were allocated to the 17 categories of

weather footers; 137 were allocated to the 4 oategorles
of long-range foreoasts; and 43 were allocated to the
6 categories of ml soellaneone topioe. The 10 categories
with the greatest numbers of different weather proverbs
assigned to them were: days, 5S; months, 49; moon, 27;
rain, 26; animals, birds, and Insects, 24; wind and wind
direction, S3; seasons, S3; snn, 15; clouds, 14; and year,
13.
Of the 153 weather proTerbs dealing with weather
phenomena, the Jnry mianlmotisly agreed that 87, or 56.9
per cent, of the proTerbs were trae In terms of scientific
principles; S3, or 15.0 per cent, were false; emd 26, or
16«9 per cent, were so stated that no principle coiad be
assigned to them. The jurors did not agree unanimously
on the truth or falsity of 17, or 11.1 per cent, of the
153 proverbs. Of the lS7|proverbs to which principles
were assigned, 87, or 68.5 per cent, of the 1S7 were true
In terms of the principles. The number of proverbs deemed
to be true of the total ntunber assigned to each category
was: wind, 16 of 23; clouds, 13 of 14; sun, 5 of 15;
moon, 14 of 27; rain, 6 of 26; rainbow, 3 of 4; sky colors,
8 of 9; stars. 4 of 4; barometer, 5 of 5; tides, 1 of^;
dew, 1 of 3; frost, 1 of 2; fog, 6 of 7; smoke, 2 of 2;
sound, 2 of 4; thunder, none of 5; and St. Elmo's Plres,
none of 1.
f
Conoluslons
The following oonoluslons seem Justifiable as a result
of the research to determine the truth or falsity of weather
proverbs in terms of soientifio principles:
1. Weather proTerbs relating to weather factors,
or phenomena, to which scientific principles
are assignable are more frequently true than
false and can, therefore, be used with a
reasonable degree of accuracy to foretell
the weather*
2, There are two kinds of weather proverbs, those
founded upon scientific obeervations and those
founded upon superstition.
3. Many weather proverbs are false because they
have no real connection with weather.
4. Some weather proverbs contain oomnon sense
predictions founded upon reliable observations,
yet the part of the proverb that is true is so
entangled in misinformation and fiction, that
these proverbs are meaningless.
e
5« Some proverbs hare lost their real Blgnlfloanoe
beoanse of their transfer to other leinds whose
climates are not the same as those lands In whloh
the proverbs originated.
6. Weather proverbs related to long-range forecasts
and mlsoellaneons toplos should not be considered
as to their truth or falsity In terms of scientif-
ic principles, since they are not based upon
scientific observations and therefore, have
little or no scientific worth.
7« Weather proverbs related to weather factors,
or phenomena, are founded upon scientific
observations and are, there fore, of scientific
worth. These proverbs are true or false In
terms of scientific principles.
8. There are more weather proverbs related to
the categories of weather factors than to the
categories of long-range forecasts and miscel-
laneous topics. Proverbs relating to weather
factors are probably, for this reason,more
often recognized and quoted than are those
relating to the latter groupings.
II
r
9. Some weather proTerbs related to weather faotors
are so worded that no eolentlfio principle oonld
he assigned to them for nee in determining their
truth or falsity.
Heoommendations
The following reoommendations are offered for further
study in the Investigation to determine the truth or the
falsity of the weather proTerbs in terms of soientifio
principles.
1. An examination of the writings of the Greek
poets and philosophers to discover how many
of the weather proverbs had their origin
within these writings.
2. A study of the weather lore of different
countries to find which weather proverbs
originated in each of the countries so
investigated.
3. A study to determine which of the weather
factors (for example, wind, clouds, sky
colors, fog) can he used to forecast the
weather most accurately and what are the
weather proverbs related to these factors.

4. An inveBtigatlon to determine If there Ib any
relationship "between the weather proyerha
applying to long-range foreoaets and the
almanaos now in print.
5. A study to determine the extent to which
scientific research in the field of long-
range forecasts has prored weather proverhs
to he accurate in foretelling the weather.
6. Further research in the study of the hehaylor
of animals, hirds, and insects, as indicators
of the weather in accordance with the predic-
tions found in the weather proverhs.
f
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